
Transportation Network Companies
Chapter Item Subsection Summary Explanation

46 502

Introduces definition for operation of a transportation 

network vehicle Used to help close insurance gap

46 502

Introduces definition for transportation network 

vehicle Excludes the use of vehicles from other VFH classes

46 502

Introduces definition for transportation network 

company

46 503 Requires that the TNC be permitted

46 504

Requires that the TNC pay an annual permit fee equal 

to 2% of the annual gross receipts

2% was chosen to be in line with the option given to 

other VFH classes in state law

46 507 4

Requires the TNC to have a place of business in the 

city

46 508 Outlines TNC insurance requirements

46 509 Requires the TNC to provide a fare estimator

46 510 Requires TNC drivers to obtain a license from the City

They must undergo a background check, drug screen, 

etc. like other VFH drivers

46 511

Prohibits a licensee for driving for more than 12 hours 

in any consecutive 24-hour period

46 511 (b)

Requires TNCs to transport passengers to any 

requested destination within the corporate limits of 

the City

46 512

Prohibits a TNC from owning, leasing, or providing 

financing for a vehicle

This requirement is needed to help create a legal 

distinction between TNCs and other VFH classes

46 513

Prohibits TNC vehicles from being more than 7 years 

old or having more than 150,000 miles

46 514 (a) Requires TNC vehicles to undergo an inspection

46 514 (b) Requires TNC vehicles to display a City-issued decal

46 515

Requires TNC vehicles to display distinctive signage 

while operating a TNC vehicle This can be removable, a magnetic sticker, etc.



Chapter Item Subsection Summary Explanation

46 516 (a)

requires TNC drivers to have a valid Texas Driver 

License

46 516 (c) Prohibits TNC drivers from soliciting trips

46 516 (d)

Prohibits TNCs from accepting any trips outside of 

their internet-enabled application

46 516 (f)

Requires the TNC app to display a picture of the driver 

and a picture of the vehicle

46 516 (g)

Requires the TNC to provide he contact information of 

the customer service liaison on the app and receipt

46 516 (j)

Requires that all TNC apps allow passengers to 

indicate if they need a wheelchair accessible vehicle

46 516 (n)

Prohibits the TNC's terms of service from allowing the 

passenger to indemnify the TNC


